Throughout human history it has been part of life. Love is to miss out on the richest part of life's value and meaning. To feel inclined to love—and subdue that love then you live but a shadow of life. Because I realize the beauty and richness that love can bring to life I support the right of gays to love one another and implode them that they not sacrifice this aspect of their lives to satisfy common opinion. In closing I ask all persons who oppose gay rights, “Would you condemn any man to live life as that meaningless void which perforce vandalizing it must represent. What perforce vandalizing it must represent? Of what that board represents and consider that objectionable because the board has been vandalized. I condemn any man to live life as that meaningless void which perforce vandalizing it must represent. A new wave of general and Specialist counselors. If you are an energetic and dynamic person who enjoys working with children, we're very interested in talking to you. Call 617-531-4721 for an appointment.

Stop GAMIT board vandalism

To the editor:

Recently the GAMIT bulletin board has been vandalized. I consider that objectionable because of what that board represents and what perforce vandalizing it must represent. Love is one of the most universal of human experiences. Throughout human history it has signified humanity with its curses and inspired humanity with its blessings. Love adds to life's value and meaning. To miss out on the pains and joys of love is to miss out on the richest part of life. The vandalizer of the bulletin board seems to feel that gays should have no right to experience this so, human experience. He seems to feel that gays should live out their respective lives without ever loving another person. He seems to feel that gays should live out their lives in perpetual loneliness. I challenge his opinion. The important thing is not so much to love a member of the opposite gender as to love someone sometime in your life. If you are inclined to love and subdue that love then you live but a shadow of life. Because I realize the beauty and richness that love can bring to life I support the right of gays to love one another and implode them that they not sacrifice this aspect of their lives to satisfy common opinion. In closing I ask all persons who oppose gay rights, “Would you condemn any man to live life as that meaningless void which perforce never loving another during one's life must make this life be? If you condemn gay rights this is perhaps the very hell that you would condemn your friends or loved ones to endure.

Name withheld by request.

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

BEFORE YOU PICK UP
YOUR DEGREE,
PICK OUR INTERVIEW.

Contact your placement office for interview dates.

Hughes

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB?
Camp Lindenmere, a children's coed overnight summer camp in the Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania will be interviewing in Boston on Saturday, February 17, 1979. Positions open for qualified Tennis Director and Pool Director (W & M must for Pool position). Also limited positions open for General and Specialist counselors. If you are an energetic and dynamic person who enjoys working with children, we're very interested in talking to you. Call 617-531-4721 for an appointment.

Come see the beautiful new us and say cheese!

New entrance, new tables, lots of greenery, and a fresh new atmosphere. And, during our Grand Re-opening at McDonald's, a brand new free offer with the coupon below. It's our way of saying thanks for putting up with the inconvenience while we were remodeling. And welcome for more good hot food and fast, friendly service from the beautiful new us!

McDonald's

We do it all for you!

463 Mass. Ave., Central Square Cambridge, MA

Buy one Quarter Pounder® with Cheese Sandwich, get one FREE.
Enjoy a McDonald's® Quarter Pounder® with Cheese Sandwich (weight before cooking 4 oz., 113.4 grams) FREE with the purchase of a Quarter Pounder® with Cheese at the regular price.

Offer good ONLY at McDonald's®
463 Mass. Ave.
Central Square
Cambridge, MA

If unable to attend an interview, send resume to:

Gibbs Anderson
Engineering Group Manager
ROLM Corporation
4900 Old Hollywood Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95050
An equal opportunity employer M/F